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+
Film Production of Eyes on the Prize 

n  90 interviews were recorded between 1985-1986 during the 
production of Eyes on the Prize: America’s Civil Rights Years 
1954-1965. 

n  Interviews recorded on 16mm negative film stock and 1/4” 
audio reel to reel tape. 
n  Negative film was processed into silent positive sync film 
n  ¼” audio recorded onto 16mm full coat magnetic film 

n  These elements were then synchronized and used in the production 
process. 

n  However, during the final editing process the negatives were removed 
from the original camera rolls and inserted into the episodes. 

n  From production until now, there have been no accessible 
viewing copies of the complete interviews. 



+
Preserving Eyes on the Prize 

n  In 2010, the Film & Media Archive received a four-year, $550,000 
grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to preserve all 
interviews and the first six episodes of Eyes on the Prize: 
America’s Civil Rights Years, 1954-1965. 

n  Working with Colorlab, new preservation elements on polyester 
stock were created. 
n  Check Prints and Interpositives made from negative. 
n  New full coat 16mm magnetic stock made from ¼” audio reels. 

n  Preservation viewing prints were not made during the grant due to 
financial considerations. 

n  In addition to 90 interviews from Eyes on the Prize, the grant also 
preserved interviews from an earlier, never completed 
production, America, They Loved You Madly, some of which were 
used in Eyes on the Prize. 



+
Digitizing Eyes on the Prize 

n  In 2015, the Film & Media Archive received a $150,000 grant 
from National Historical Publications and Records 
Commission (NHPRC) to digitize all interviews (including 
those from earlier production) and reassemble them. 

n  Preservation elements were digitized at Crawford Media 
Services. 
n  Film scanned to create 10-bit uncompressed HD digital files. 

n  ¼” digitized to create 24-bit 96kHz .wav files. 

n  Jim Hone, Film & Media Archive’s Digital Archivist 
reassembled interviews using these digital files at the Film & 
Media Archive workstation. 



+
Transcribing Eyes on the Prize 



+
Film & Media Workflow 
n  After receiving the digital files from Crawford, Jim Hone 

reassembled the interviews. 
n  Synching audio and video. 

n  If interview was used in the production, then that picture/audio 
was edited into the interview. 

n  Transcripts: Information Corrected and Added 

 
INTERVIEWER: OK UH, TELL ME, TELL ME ABOUT FANNIE LOU HAMER. 
 
Blackwell: You know, Fannie Lou Hamer when, and you, when I think of Fannie 
Lou Hamer, I think of her sitting in her house in Ruleville uh, she loved to 
cook and uh, we had a lot of different dishes and like greens and beans and 
stuff like that you know, and uh, she cooked big pots of stuff and I think of 
her as uh, full of laughter um, she was very full of humor uh, about her 
situation. I would be I was, you know, be very, I would be so mad because 
something would be done happened that night or that day or whatever, and uh, 
that we would end up uh, laughing about it. But she, she could see humor in, 
in anything, you know and uh, and that's the way I, I, I think about her. You 
know, she would, somebody would take us or take us to jail and she would say, 
did you see his eyes, you know, and say, his eyes were just gleaming you 
know. And say, his lip was just quivering you know. And says, honey, he was 
so mad he was about to have a stroke, and I was so tick off, hoping that he 
would, you know, and uh, we, we, you know, it's that kind of feeling that you 
have about Ms. Hamer, she gets you out of, of um, your anger, and uh, into 
looking at the anger and the sickness of uh, what was happening to us, that 
it was a sick situation. She was um— 

Excerpt of Interview with Jo Ann Robinson 



+
Transcripts: TEI document model 

<recording type="audio" dur="PT00H42M42S"> 

 

<equipment> 

<p>Interviews were filmed on 16mm with audio 
recorded simultaneously on ¼ inch audio tape.</p> 

</equipment> 

 

 



+
Transcripts: TEI document model 

<sp> 
<speaker>CAMERA CREW MEMBER 2: </speaker> 
<p>SECOND STICKS.</p> 
</sp> 
 
<sp> 
<speaker n="interviewer">INTERVIEWER: </speaker> 
<p> CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT WHO, WHO PUT UP THE 
MONEY—</p> 
</sp> 
 
<sp> 
<speaker n="interviewee">Courtland Cox: </speaker> 
<p> Can I, can I ask, do you want this?</p> 
</sp> 



+
Transcripts: timecodes 

SMIL standard 

 

<div2 type="question" n="2"  
smil:begin="00:01:28:00"  
smil:end="00:02:19:00"> 
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Transcripts: TEI workflow 



+
Ingest into Hydra 



+
Hydra functionality 



+
Collection Website 



+
Collection Website 



+
Demo 
http://repository.wustl.edu 



+

Questions? 
 

Shannon Davis | ssdavis@wustl.edu 
Irene E. Taylor | itaylor@wustl.edu 
 
http://repository.wustl.edu 
http://digital.wustl.edu/eyesontheprize 
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